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Abstract. The status of halo studies using UV absorption lines is assessed. Sin 
absorption is essentially only seen from gas with z < 1 kpc, and shows a modest flow 
toward the galactic disk. Civ shows diffuse absorption in general only from gas with 
z > 1 kpc with predominantly negative velocities. Three exceptional cases of gas 
showing Civ absorption without absorption by neutral components are discussed. 
Outflowing gas has not been detected thusfar. 

1 History 

The first mentioning of UV absorption by Ovi, Nv, and Civ in the literature 
occurs in 1956. Basing himself on knowledge of the discovery of 'high-velocity 
clouds' (HVCs) by Guido Miinch at MtWilson, considerations of cloud sta
bility led Spitzer (1956) to predict the existence of a galactic corona. He did 
not cite Miinch's first publication on the subject (Miinch 1952) but referred 
to 'Miinch, in preparation', a paper which ultimately appeared as Miinch & 
Zirin (1961). For more details see de Boer (1989). 

Spitzer then started to press for the realization of a space observatory. 
With the COPERNICUS (launched in 1973) and the Hubble Space Telescope 
(launched in 1990) he realised his early dream. In addition, the International 
Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE, launched 1978 and functioning until 1996), and 
more recently the Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope (HUT), the Extreme Ul
traviolet Explorer (EUVE), and the Orbiting Retrievable Far and Extreme 
Ultraviolet Spectrometer (ORFEUS) enabled to detect many features of the 
ultraviolet properties of interstellar gas in general and that of the local envi
ronment and the halo in particular. 

Today we use not so much the word corona as Spitzer did, basing himself 
on the high temperatures of the solar corona, but instead the word halo. 
Halo derives from the Greek word for threshing ground. Threshing grounds 
are round. One can also imagine that light chaf blown into the air leads to 
roundish clouds lighting up in the sunlight (see de Boer 1989). 

2 Detectability, Metal Abundances 

Absorption line studies of halo gas have over the years been limited in their 
success mostly because of the lack of UV-bright background sources in the 
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Milky Way halo. Stars available are the odd B-type stars suspected to be 
massive main-sequence like stars (but there is nagging doubt about the cor
rectness of this typing; see for normal stars e.g. Keenan 1997) and the sub-
dwarf stars of sdB, sdO, and pAGB type. Here the sdB stars are optimal 
being sufficiently hot to have clean spectra yet of still acceptable absolute 
magnitude (see e.g. de Boer et al. 1994). 

For useful studies the stars have to be close to each other in the sky 
and at the same time be spread well in distance in order to sample the halo 
gas with distance. Furthermore, an extragalactic light source helps to verify 
the presence of absorbing agents in principle (van Woerden 1997). The most 
sensitive absorption lines for neutral clouds are those of CII at 1335 A and 
of Mgll near 2800 A (for details see, e.g., de Boer 1997). 

The gas in the halo of the Milky Way contains all the usual elements in 
abundance. This was demonstrated originally by Savage &: de Boer (1979) by 
the presence of absorbing HVCs (at +60 and +120 k m s - 1 ) on the line of 
sight to the LMC containing C n, Fe n, Mgll, Sin, and the like. Since then 
measurements in spectra of more distant extragalactic objects have corrob
orated the significant metal content of HVC gas (see review by Savage & 
Sembach 1996). In fact, both for Mg and Si the abundance in halo gas lies, 
compared to galactic gas (see review by de Boer, Jura & Shull 1987), in the 
galactic range of values. The highest element abundances quoted for diverse 
HVCs are [Mg/H] > -0.59 (Bowen et al. 1994) and [Si/H] > -0.80 (Danly, 
Albert & Kuntz 1993). For the gas in the Magellanic Stream, which may be 
a mix of halo gas and Magellanic Cloud gas, these abundances are [Mg/H] 
> -0.49 (Savage et al. 1993) and [Si/H] > -0.70 (Lu, Savage & Sembach 
1994). 

3 Neut ra l Diffuse Gas in the Halo 

The neutral diffuse halo gas manifests itself in the common absorption lines. 
The best studied lines are those of Si and Mg, being numerous and among the 
strongest and thus allowing the determination of reliable column densities. 

Sin lines have been investigated extensively, because the available ones 
allow to cover a large range in optical depth. The width of the Sin absorption 
toward halo stars is documented by Danly et al. (1992), reporting on their 
own and on archival IUE data. I have plotted that width in velocity units 
in Fig. 1, thereby selecting only data in the direction more or less toward 
the galactic pole. In this way one is not significantly hampered by effects 
of galactic rotation. The absorption range lies between approximately —60 
and +40 kms" 1 , the centroid of the absorption being near —10 k m s - 1 . 
The maximum and minimum velocity of absorption reported corresponds 
to r ~ 1 in the Sin 1260 A line, which equals iV(Sin) ~ 2 • 1012 cm - 2 , 
(or N(E) ~ 6 • 1016 c m - 2 if solar abundance is assumed). Does the observed 
width of 100 k m s - 1 represent temperature? Or is it turbulent motion? Since 
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Fig. 1. The width of the interstellar absorption in Sin (triangles) is shown against 
the 2-distance of the star used as background light source (see Sect. 3). The full 
width essentially stays constant for stars at z > 0.8 kpc indicating no further 
absorption beyond that ^-distance. The average velocity of absorption lies rather 
near —10 kms - 1 , indicating a gentle downward motion. Absorption by Civ sets 
in not before z = 1 kpc (see Sect. 5) 

the full width of absorption does not significantly increase beyond z ~ 800 
pc, one may conclude that Sill exists predominantly within a small layer. 
The mean velocity together with the distance show that neutral gas of the 
lower halo on average descends slowly toward the Milky Way disk. 

4 Halo High Velocity Clouds 

The quest to find the distance to HVCs has been at last successful. Before I 
summarize the results I like to emphasize (again) that the formal distinction 
between HVCs and IVCs at -100 k m s - 1 is artificial, since it does not take 
effects of galactic latitude and of galactic rotation into account. Yet, there are 
surely gas structures at 'intermediate' velocities at not too large z distance, 
as well as true 'high-velocity' clouds. But equally sure there exist gas clouds 
at large z having only small radial velocities, hiding in the absorption by 
local low velocity galactic gas. 

Apart from the many lower limits (see for reviews with tabular material 
de Boer 1997 and Wakker & van Woerden 1997) there are now the upper 
limits to the distance of 1.2 < z < 4.4 kpc for gas between Complex M II 
and M III (Danly, Albert & Kuntz 1993), of z < 4.1 kpc for gas at the edge 
of Complex C based on studies of stars in the direction to M 13 (de Boer & 
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Savage 1983; Bates et al. 1995; Shaw et al. 1996), of z < 1.4 kpc for Complex 
L (Albert et al. 1989), and of 25 kpc for the HVC in the foreground of the 
LMC (Savage & de Boer 1981; Molaro et al. 1993). Significant lower limits 
are z > 2.4 kpc toward Cloud A in Complex C I (Schwarz, Wakker & van 
Woerden 1995), and z > 3 kpc toward Cloud A III (Wakker et al. 1996). 

5 Highly Ionized Gas 

Absorption by Civ normally shows up in spectra of stars only when z > 1 
kpc (see Danly et al. 1992). There the velocity width is larger than that of 
Sill at low z. Does this difference indicate a higher temperature? Or is it 
a width dominated by a real velocity spread? The latter is the more likely 
explanation because the absorption widths come from sight lines extending 
over a few kpc. Moreover, the pure temperature width of Civ absorption 
lines is 20 km s _ 1 for 2 • 105 K, this temperature being the one of maximum 
abundance of C3 + in thermal equilibrium gas. If the gas were to be at 106 K, 
the thermal width of Civ absorption would be about 50 kms" 1 . 

Furthermore, the ClV absorption line normally is smooth and does not 
show so much the component structure as the Sin lines do. Apparently the 
Sill absorption is more defined in velocity (in clouds?) whereas the ClV is 
rather due to diffuse material. However, temperature as well as the element's 
weight may contribute to the smoothness of the absorption. 

Nv is more difficult to detect than Civ, because the product of the Nv 
absorption line /-value and N abundance is a factor of ~10 smaller than that 
of Civ. First successes of Nv measurements are by Savage & Massa (1987), 
but one must note that their lines of sight run over substantial portions 
through the ever thicker disk in general galactocentric directions. 

Collecting all the Civ and Nv data available to them, Savage & Massa 
(1987) derived a scale height for these ions of 2-3 and 1-4 kpc, respectively. 
This can be related to the scale height of free electrons of 1-2.5 kpc (Reynolds 
1989). 

Ovi has been detected with ORFEUS in the spectra of several galactic 
stars at limited distances from the disk (Hurwitz & Bowyer 1996), and toward 
an SMC star (Hurwitz et al. 1995). New high dispersion data have been taken 
Nov 1996 with ORFEUS but have not yet been analyzed in detail and thus 
nothing can be said about presence of Ovi in relation to Nv or Civ. 

Dixon, Davidsen & Ferguson (1996) give evidence from HUT spectra for 
Ovi emission by halo gas. The most significant detection is in the direction 
I = 218.2°, b = 56.4°, a region devoid of high velocity gas. 

Information on the distribution of highly ionized species in z can be ob
tained from the structure of the absorption profile. When one adopts a model 
for the rotation of halo gas, and then translates the limits of each velocity 
bin into a distance bin, the column density derived from the absorption in 
that bin can so be transformed into a gas density for that distance bin. Doing 
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so, Savage & de Boer (1981; their Fig. 6) demonstrated that Civ may extend 
out to z > 10 kpc, based on the assumption that the halo gas corotates with 
the disk. We know now that this is not the case (see below). We now also 
know that Civ may exist at other temperatures than that for the peak ap
pearance in thermodynamic equilibrium (see e.g. Bohringer, 1997), but even 
then Civ may still be present with a constant fraction of all C over a large 
temperature range. Thus the n(z)-profile of Civ as published by Savage & 
de Boer (1981) most likely has to be modified only to a smaller z-extent due 
to slower rotation. 

6 Motion of Halo Gas 

From the survey of HVC detections at 21 cm by Giovanelli (1980) it is evident, 
that a substantial part of the observed velocity is the reflection of the galactic 
rotation of the Sun (see also Wakker 1991). However, more can be said. 

In plots of «HVC versus galactic longitude one finds that the sine-wave 
of the galactic rotation has at I = 180° a velocity of ~ —100 kms" 1 . This 
means that the HVCs as a sample move at about that speed toward the 
rotation axis of the galaxy. Absorption lines toward the North Galactic Pole 
(star vZ1128 in M3) by de Boer & Savage (1984) show a velocity of ~ -70 
k m s - 1 , a motion toward the disk (see Fig. 1 for the slow flow of gas near 
the disk). Furthermore, on the sight line toward the globular cluster M 13 
(I — +60°,b = +45°) the absorption velocity is ~ -80 k m s - 1 , although 
velocities of 0 < v < +20 k m s - 1 are expected with corotation (de Boer 
6 Savage 1983). This means that in this direction the gas stays behind the 
disk rotation. Collectively these findings were used in a consistency test by 
Kaelble, de Boer & Grewing (1985) and they concluded that, on average, 
halo HVC gas is at z= 3 kpc and has velocities of up to 100 k m s - 1 toward 
the galactic rotation axis, of up to 100 k m s - 1 toward the galactic disk, and 
of only 100 k m s - 1 along with the disk rotation (see also de Boer, 1985). 

7 Three Cases of Absorption by C IV Wi thout 
Si II or HI 

In most of the absorption spectra Civ is present at the same velocity as 
Sin, albeit with a more smooth profile (see e.g. toward SN 1987A, Savage et 
al. 1989). There are now three cases known in which Civ is present without 
detection of Sin or of H i . 

Mrk 509. Sembach et al. (1995) found Civ at -270 k m s - 1 in the spec
trum of Mrk509 {I = 36°,b = -30°), no Sill at that velocity, and Hi only 
at a position 2° away. The velocity is exceptional; from galactic rotation one 
would expect velocities ranging from 0 to +80 k m s - 1 for gas with d < 16 
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~"- M81 halo clouds 

Fig. 2. The line of sight from the Milky Way to SN 1993J in M81 contains numerous 
clouds. Absorption near 0 kms"1 is due to gas in the solar vicinity, absorption near 
—50 kms - 1 due to a local halo cloud, absorption near —120 kms - 1 due to gas 
in M81. The absorption complex at velocities between +120 and +240 kms - 1 is 
due to clouds with very small spatial extent but with high column densities of Ca 
II, Mgn, and Civ, somewhere along the 3 Mpc line of sight, but most likely near 
M81. For the exceptional absorption profiles see see Vladilo et al. (1993) and de 
Boer et al. (1993) 

kpc, or at most down to —110 km s _ 1 at larger distances. However, corotation 
can only be an hypothesis so far away from the disk. 

HD 119608. Toward stars inside galactic radio Loop I and IV Sembach, 
Savage k Tripp (1997) detected Civ at -45 kms" 1 (I = 320°,b = +43°) 
without Mg II at 1239 A. This gas most likely is part of the galaxy since its 
velocity is similar to that of other absorptions found in this general direction 
of the halo. However, a final check should be made by obtaining a spectrum 
of the much more sensitive line of Mg n at 2795 A. 

SN 1993J. On the sight line of 3.25 Mpc toward SN 1993J in M81 (/ = 
142°, b = +41°) absorption was found in ClV at the usual galactic velocities 
and at ~ —120 k m s - 1 (the velocity of M81). In addition, strong absorption 
was found at +130 k m s - 1 in Ca II, in Mg II, and in Civ (Vladilo et al. 1993, 
de Boer et al. 1993, Vladilo et al. 1994, Bowen, Blades & Pettini 1994). Most 
extraordinary, the Civ absorption extended up to 200 k m s - 1 , also in Sin, 
with the highest velocity cloud seen at +240 k m s - 1 . These velocities are 
not expected with any reasonable model for the dynamics of gas of the Milky 
Way. In addition, there is no trace of HI in Effelsberg 21 cm spectra at these 
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Fig. 3. The presence, the characteristics, and the flow of the material in the halo 
can be summarized as shown. Note that the sketch is a grand average but consistent 
with what is observed 

velocities, implying that this gas can occupy only a very small fraction of 
the radio telescope beam, viz. that it is far away from us. The complex most 
likely represents HVCs falling toward M81, or moving somewhere through 
intergalactic space (see Fig. 2). 

8 Outflow of Gas? 

The Sill absorption lines detected in spectra of halo stars at high galactic 
latitudes show a certain width in velocity. Taking these velocities at face value 
one might conclude that there is gas flowing away from as well as toward the 
disk. On the other hand, normal turbulence of clouds may account for a 
substantial fraction of the width. In the Civ absorption lines the width is 
mostly toward negative velocities. There is, to my knowledge, no detection of 
positive velocity Civ, except of course those structures which readily can be 
explained as due to normal galactic rotation (such as the Civ toward LMC 
stars). 

Positive velocity clouds were detected toward M81. These can, however, 
be anywhere on the line of sight and the more likely explanation is that they 
are high velocity clouds descending in the M 81 halo. 
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My conclusion is, therefore, tha t there is as yet no evidence from observa
tions for outflow. This means only tha t outflow is not seen in the absorption 
lines used thusfar. If very hot gas is flowing out, the Ovi absorption lines 
may the first to give evidence. 

9 Conclusions 

Material in the halo at low z is predominantly neutral, further out it is 
ionized. Temperatures are uncertain. High- and intermediate velocity clouds 
come down toward the disk. Outflowing halo material has not been seen in 
observational data . Most likely the gas at larger z rotates along with the disk 
but at a slower pace. A sketch summarizing these views is given in Fig. 3. 
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